Abstract. Graph database systems are increasingly adapted for storing and processing heterogeneous network-like datasets. However, due to the novelty of such systems, no standard data model or query language has yet emerged. Consequently, migrating datasets or applications even between related technologies often requires a large amount of manual work or ad-hoc solutions, thus subjecting the users to the possibility of vendor lock-in. To avoid this threat, vendors are working on supporting existing standard languages (e.g. SQL) or standardising languages. In this paper, we present a formal specification for openCypher, a highlevel declarative graph query language with an ongoing standardisation effort. We introduce relational graph algebra, which extends relational operators by adapting graph-specific operators and define a mapping from core openCypher constructs to this algebra. We propose an algorithm that allows systematic compilation of openCypher queries.
Introduction
Context. Graphs are a well-known formalism, widely used for describing and analysing systems. Graphs provide an intuitive formalism for modelling many real-world scenarios, as the human mind tends to interpret the world in terms of objects (vertices) and their respective relationships to one another (edges) [15] .
The property graph data model [17] extends graphs by adding labels/types and properties for vertices and edges. This gives a rich set of features for users to model their specific domain in a natural way. Graph databases are able to store property graphs and query their contents with complex graph patterns, which otherwise would be are cumbersome to define and/or inefficient to evaluate on traditional relational databases [21] .
Neo4j
4 , a popular NoSQL property graph database, offers the Cypher query language to specify graph patterns. Cypher is a high-level declarative query language which allows the query engine to use sophisticated optimisation techniques. Neo Technology, the company behind Neo4j initiated the openCypher project [13] , which aims to deliver an open specification of Cypher.
Problem and objectives. The openCypher project provides a formal specification of the grammar of the query language and a set of acceptance tests that define the semantics of various language constructs. This allows other parties to develop their own openCypher-compatible query engine. However, there is no mathematical formalisation for the language. In ambiguous cases, developers are advised to consult Neo4j's Cypher documentation or to experiment with Neo4j's Cypher query engine and follow its behaviour. Our goal is to provide a formal specification for the core features of openCypher.
Contributions. In this paper, we use a formal definition of the property graph data model [7] and relational graph algebra, which operates on multisets (bags) [6] and is extended with additional graph-specific operators. Using these foundations, we construct a concise formal specification for the core features in the openCypher grammar. This specification is detailed enough to serve as a basis for an openCypher compiler [23] .
Data Model and Running Example
Data model. A property graph is defined as = ( , , st, , , ℒ, , , ), where is a set of vertices, is a set of edges and st : → × assigns the source and target vertices to edges. Vertices are labelled and edges are typed:
is a set of vertex labels, ℒ : → 2 assigns a set of labels to each vertex. -is a set of edge types, : → assigns a single type to each edge.
To define properties, let = ∪ be the union of atomic domains and let represent the NULL value.
is a set of vertex properties. A vertex property ∈ is a partial function : → ∪ { }, which assigns a property value from a domain ∈ to a vertex ∈ , if has property , otherwise ( ) returns .
is a set of edge properties. An edge property ∈ is a partial function : → ∪ { }, which assigns a property value from a domain ∈ to an edge ∈ , if has property , otherwise ( ) returns .
In the context of this paper, we define a relation as a bag (multiset) of tuples: a tuple can occur more than once in a relation [6] . Given a property graph , relation is a graph relation if the following holds: where the schema of , sch(r ), is a list containing the attribute names, dom( ) is the domain of attribute , is the vertices of , and is the edges of .
Property access. When defining relational algebra expression on graph relations, it is often required (e.g. in projection and selection operators) to access a certain property of a vertex/edge. Following the notation of [7] , if is an attribute of a graph relation, we use . to access the corresponding value of property . Also, ℒ( ) returns the labels of vertex and ( ) returns the type of edge .
Running example. An example graph inspired by the LDBC Social Network Benchmark [5] is shown on Fig. 1(a) , while Fig. 1(b) presents the formalised graph. The graph vertices model four Persons and three Messages, with edges representing LIKES, REPLY_OF and KNOWS relations. In social networks, the KNOWS relation is symmetric, however, the property graph data model does not allow undirected edges. Hence, we use directed edges with an arbitrary direction and model the symmetric semantics of the relation in the queries.
The openCypher Query Language
Cypher is the a high-level declarative graph query language of the Neo4j graph database. It allows users to specify graph patterns with a syntax resembling an actual graph, which makes the queries easy to comprehend. The goal of the openCypher project [13] is to provide a standardised specification of the Cypher language. In the following, we introduce features of the language using examples.
Language Constructs
Inputs and outputs. openCypher queries take a property graph as their input, however the result of a query is not a graph, but a graph relation. Unique and non-unique edges. A MATCH clause defines a graph pattern. A query can be composed of multiple patterns spanning multiple MATCH clauses. For matches of a pattern within a single MATCH clause, edges are required to be unique. However, matches for multiple MATCH clauses can share edges. This means that in matches returned by List. 3.7, k1 and k2 are required to be different, while in matches returned by List. 3.8, k1 and k2 are allowed to be equal. For vertices, this restriction does not apply.
5 This is illustrated in List. 3.9, which returns adjacent persons who like the same message.
List. 3.7: Different edges.
List. 3.8: Non-unique edges. Creating the result set. The result set 6 of a query is basically given in the RETURN clause, which can be de-duplicated using the DISTINCT modifier, sorted using the ORDER BY subclause. Skipping rows after sorting and limiting the result set to a certain number of records can be achieved using SKIP and LIMIT modifiers.
List. 3.10 illustrates these concepts by returning the name of the persons. The result set is restricted to the second and third names in alphabetical order. Unwinding a list. The UNWIND construct takes an attribute and multiplies each tuple by appending the list elements one by one to the tuple, thus modifying the schema of the query part. By applying UNWIND to the speaks attribute List. 3.12 lists persons along the languages they speak. Fig. 2 shows the output of this query. As Cecil speaks two languages, he appears twice in the output. Note that "Daisy" speaks no languages, thus no tuples belong to her in the output.
Query Structure
In openCypher a query is composed as the UNION of one or more single queries. Each single query must have the same resulting schema, i.e. the resulting tuples must have the same arity and the same name at each position.
Single queries. A single query is composed of one or more query parts written subsequently. Query parts that form a prefix of a single query have one result set with the schema of the last query part's schema in that prefix.
Query parts. Clause sequence of a query part matches the regular expression as follows: MATCH*((WITH UNWIND?)|UNWIND|RETURN). They begin with an arbitrary number of MATCH clauses, followed by either (1) WITH and an optional UNWIND, (2) a single UNWIND, or (3) a RETURN in case of the last query part.
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The RETURN and WITH clauses use similar syntax and have the same semantics, the only difference being that RETURN should be used in the last query part while WITH should only appear in the preceding ones. These clauses list expressions whose value form the tuples, thus they determine the schema of the query parts. Example. An openCypher single query composed of two query parts is shown on List. 3.13 along with its result on Fig. 3 . It retrieves the language of messages that were written in a language no other message uses. If that message was a reply, the language of the original message is also retrieved. The first query part spans lines 1-3 and the second spans lines 4-6. The result of the first query part is a single tuple ⟨"fr", 1⟩ with the schema ⟨singleLang, cnt⟩.
The second query part takes this result as an input to retrieve messages of the given languages and in case of a reply the original message in m3. The result of these two query parts together produces the final result whose schema is determined by the RETURN of the last query part (line 6).
Mapping openCypher to Relational Graph Algebra
In this section, we present relational graph algebra using the examples of Sec. 3.1 and provide a mapping that allows compilation from openCypher to this algebra. Table 1 : Number of operands, properties and result schemas of relational graph algebra operators. A unary operator is idempotent (i), iff ( ) = ( ( )) for all inputs. A binary operator is commutative (c), iff = and associative (a), iff ( ) = ( ). For schema transformations, append is denoted by ‖ , while removal is marked by ∖. represents a (possibly empty) set of vertex labels and represents a (possibly empty) set of edge types.
An Algebra for Formalising Graph Queries
We present both standard operators of relational algebra [4] and operators for graph relations. Tab. 1 provides an overview of the operators of relational graph algebra. We follow the openCypher query language and present a mapping from the language constructs to their algebraic equivalents 10 , summarized in Tab. 2. The corresponding rows of the table (e.g. 1 ) are referred to in the text.
Basic operators. The projection operator keeps a specific set of attributes in the relation: = x1,...,xn ( ) . Note that the tuples are not deduplicated (i.e. filtered to sets), thus will have the same number of tuples as . The projection operator can also rename the attributes, e.g. x1→y1 ( ) renames x1 to y1.
The selection operator filters the incoming relation according to some criteria. Formally, = ( ) , where predicate is a propositional formula. Relation contains all tuples from for which holds.
Vertices and patterns. Similarly to the expand-out operator, the expand-in operator ↓ appends ⟨ , ⟩ iff st( ) = ⟨ , ⟩, while the expand-both operator ↕ uses edge iff either st( ) = ⟨ , ⟩ or st( ) = ⟨ , ⟩. We also propose an extended version of this operator, ↑ Combining and filtering pattern matches. 7 -11 In order to express the uniqueness criterion for edges (illustrated in Sec. 3.1) in a compact way, we propose the all-different operator. The all-different operator ̸ ≡ 1,..., ( ) filters to keep tuples where variables in ∪ are pairwise different. Note that the operator is actually a shorthand for the following selection:
Label and type constraints can be omitted for the get-vertices operator and the expand operators. For example, ○ (v) returns all vertices, while ↑ Using the all-different operator, query in List. 3.7 is compiled to
7 -8 The result of the natural join operator ◁▷ is determined by creating the Cartesian product of the relations, then filtering those tuples which are equal on the attributes that share a common name. The combined tuples are projected: from the attributes present in both of the two input relations, we only keep the ones in and drop the ones in . Thus, the join operator is defined as
where { 1 , . . . , } = ∩ is the set of attributes that occur both in and .
In order to allow pattern matches to share the same edge, they must be included in different MATCH clauses as shown on List. 3.8 which is compiled to p1,p2,p3
The query in List. 3.11 with two patterns in one MATCH clause is compiled to:
)︁ )︂
-11
The left outer join operator produces = ◁▷ combining matching tuples of and according to a given matching semantics. 12 In case there is no matching tuple in for a particular tuple ∈ , is still included in the result, with tuple attributes that exclusively belong to relation having a value of .
Result and subresult operations. 16 The duplicate-elimination operator eliminates duplicate tuples in a bag.
17 The grouping operator groups tuples according to their value in one or more attributes and aggregates the remaining attributes.
We generalize the grouping operator to explicitly state the grouping criteria and allow for complex aggregate expressions. This is similar to the SQL query language where the grouping criteria is explicitly given in GROUP BY.
We use the notation 20 The sorting operator transforms a bag relation of tuples to a list of tuples by ordering them. The ordering is defined for selected attributes and with a certain direction for each of them (ascending ↑/descending ↓), e.g. ↑x1,↓x2 ( ).
21 The top operator (adapted from [11] ) takes a list as its input, skips the first tuples and returns the next tuples.
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Using the sorting and top operators, the query of List. 3.10 is compiled to: Combining results. The ∪ operator produces the set union of two relations, while the ⊎ operator produces the bag union of two operators, e.g. {⟨1, 2⟩, ⟨3, 4⟩}⊎ {⟨1, 2⟩} = {⟨1, 2⟩, ⟨1, 2⟩, ⟨3, 4⟩}. For both the union and bag union operators, the schema of the operands must have the same attributes.
Mapping openCypher Queries to Relational Graph Algebra
In this section, we give the mapping algorithm of openCypher queries to relational graph algebra and also give a more detailed listing of the compilation rules for the query language constructs in Tab. 2. We follow a bottom-up approach to build the relational graph algebra expression.
1. Process each single query as follows and combine their result using the union operation. As the union operator is technically a binary operator, the union of more than two single queries are represented as a left-deep tree of UNION operators. 2. For each query part of a single query, denoted by , the relational graph algebra tree built from the prefix of query parts up to-but not includingthe current query part, process the current query part as follows.
1. A single pattern is turned left-to-right to a get-vertices for the first vertex and a chain of expand-in, expand-out or expand-both operators for inbound, outbound or undirected relationships, respectively. 2. Comma-separated patterns in a single MATCH are connected by natural join. 3. Append an all-different operator for all edge variables that appear in the MATCH clause because of the non-repeating edges language rule. 4. Process the WHERE subclause of a single MATCH clause. 5. Several MATCH clauses are connected to a left-deep tree of natural join.
For OPTIONAL MATCH, left outer join is used instead of natural join. In case there is a WHERE subclause, its condition becomes part of the join condition, i.e. it will never filter on the input from previous MATCH clauses. 6 . If there is a positive or negative pattern deferred from WHERE processing, append it as a natural join or a combination of left outer join and selection operator filtering on no matches were found, respectively. 7. If this is not the first query part, combine the curent query part with the relational graph algebra tree of the preceding query parts by appending a natural join here. Its left operand will be and its right operand will be the relational graph algebra tree built so far from the current subquery. 8. Append grouping, if RETURN or WITH clause has grouping functions inside. 9. Append a projection operator based on the RETURN or WITH clause. This operator will also handle the renaming (i.e. AS). 10. Append a duplicate-elimination operator, if the RETURN or WITH clause has the DISTINCT modifier. 11. Append a selection operator if WITH had the optional WHERE subclause.
